
YOUR GATEWAY
TO GLOBAL TRADE

ABOUT SADIRAT ABOUT E-TRADE

Saudi Industrial Export Company, the first publicity 

Listed Company in its sector, was established in 1990 

as an integrated Trading House providing innovative 

solutions and capabilities in 3 main areas.

FINANCE FLOW

GOODS FLOW

INFORMATION FLOW

Provide a B2B e-trade platform to facilitate trading 

between buyers and suppliers from different 

countries, with a specific focus on Middle East and 

Africa.

SADIRAT IS COMMITTED TO CREATE AND 
OFFER ON-GOING, COMPREHENSIVE IDEAS 
AND INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS



E-TRADE VALUES

A POWERFUL B2B E-TRADING PLATFORM

CONTACT US

E-TRADE CAPABILITIES

Due Diligence for all the listed companies

Trade Financing support

Risk management support

Help sellers reach out untapped markets

Manage complex trade transactions

With SIEC eTrade, vertical and horizontal B2B 
covering virtually any industry.

Built from the ground up to support B2B transactions

Secure, Scalable, and Features rich

Highly customizable options

Integration with social media and other analytics

Real-time ‘Punchout’ links to customer ERP

Increased efficiency: Sadirat e-trade 

platform can automate many tasks and 

processes, saving time and resources.

Improved trading experience: Sadirat 

provides suppliers and buyers with a 

powerful solution able to assist them not 

only with trade but also with challenges 

related to financing, risk, and logistics.

Cost savings: Sadirat e-trade platform 

can reduce marketing, sourcing, and due 

diligence costs, allowing businesses to 

focus on other areas.

Improved scalability: Sadirat e-trade 

platform allows businesses to scale quickly 

and efficiently, easily taking advantage of 

new opportunities and markets.

Highly secure and data protection 

compliant with EU and others international 

security and privacy standards related to 

protecting business data (e.g., GDPR) and 

financial transactions (e.g., PCI DSS L1)

+966 112002939

siec@siec.com.sa

www.siec.com.sa

Our offices:

Riyadh: View Plaza AL-Ghadeer Building, 

3rd floor, Office No. 21-20 

Duabi : Business Central Towers - Al 

Sufouh - Office No.2806-B

Enhanced visibility: Sadirat e-trade 

platform provides businesses with better 

visibility and insights into potential 

customer behavior, allowing them to 

better understand the target markets and 

tailor their strategies accordingly.


